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THE OLD CHURCH SLAVONIC CANON TO CYRIL, THE FIRST TEACHER: ITS 

SOURCES AND RECONSTRUCTION (SIXTH ODE) 

(Summary) 

On the basis of a collation of the verified text of all the 25 copies of the Old Church 

Slavonic canon in honour of Cyril the Philosopher the article provides a critical edition and 

a study of the four troparia that constitute the sixth ode of the canon (at the same time 

fixing all significant variant readings), reconstructs their original text and provides a 

linguistically substantiated translation of the troparia into Modern Russian. The study of the 

hymns devoted to Cyril on the background of Byzantine hymnography corroborates the 

supposition voiced earlier to the effect that the canon is a translation from a Greek original 

that has not come down to us. This hypothetical original is reconstructed for every 

troparion. The original stichometric appearance of the troparia that are discussed is 

established by means of comparing the stichometric structure of the canon with the Greek 

models on the basis of isosyllabism. The comparative linguistic and stichometric analysis of 

the conflicting data from all copies and Greek sources makes it possible to elucidate a 

number of “obscure places” in the text of the sixth ode: thus for æ¸â©ù¸õú, which is the 

reading of most copies, æ¸â�ù¸õú life-giving’ can be reconstructed, instead of ¸ìåíà and 

other corrupted readings it is the vocative ¸ìåíüíå glorious’. There is additional evidence for 

the fact that the canon in honour of Cyril is the work of a Greek author that combined 

troparia of different origin. However, in creating the sixth ode the author has been able to 

meet the main criterion imposed by the chosen genre – to retain the unity of the ode and the 

canon as far as content and form are concerned. On the one hand, all the usual troparia of 

the ode (the first two to a larger and the third to a considerably lesser extent) show a link 

with the life of the saint and in this case the text reveals an intermediate theme, which is 

already manifest in the two preceding odes, viz. the theosis of man, which is possible due to 

God’s grace and man’s own activity aimed at imitating Christ. On the other hand, the unity 

of form in the ode and the canon is provided by the acrostic of which the sixth ode shows 

the letters ÔÙÖÉ, which correspond to the article and the first syllable for the dative form 

ô© Öéëïóü5¥. The stichometric analysis allows for the conclusion that the strict adherence 

to one single metric and melodic model was not an obligatory condition for the composition 

of an ode: for the initial two troparia an original similarity to the heirmos Èýóù óïé can be 

reconstructed; for the third troparion and the theotokion it is the heirmos ²Çëèïí årò ô@ 
âÜèç ô\ò èáëÜóóçò. In the Slavonic tradition the text of the sixth ode originally retained 

its link with the different heirmoi, but later (already during the time of the early stages of 

existence) the text was adapted (by means of insignificant changes) to the scheme of the 

heirmos ²Çëèïí årò ô@ âÜèç (Ïð¸äú âú ãë©á¸íû).  
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